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F E N C I N G  P E R F E C T E D

Cequence Cedar posts to
be set out with centres
equal to the width of the
fence panel to be installed.

When at the end of a fence
run the panel should end on
the outer edge of a post.

Install Cequence Cedar
posts into ground 

For more information on
Post Saver Sleeves visit;
www.postsaver.com 

Screw Cequence panels into
front face of post.

Intermediate panels are fixed
midway to the front of the
post.  For end of a fence run
the panel should be fixed
on the outer edge of a post.  

Cedar Post
Post Saver Sleeve

Post Mix Concrete

Compacted Ballast

The bo�om of the panel should
be at least 20mm o� the ground 

Top of back ba�en upstand to be
flush with top of post. 

Screw fixings should be every
four ba�en gap.
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Call our experts on: 01227 273214
sales@contemporaryfencing.com

Centre to Centre 
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F E N C I N G  P E R F E C T E D

The Capping Rail is pushed
down onto the profiled post
top and back ba�en upstand.

3o� 63mm cedar coloured
powder coated stainless
steel screws should be used
to fix the capping rail into
position.

Screws should pass through
the gaps between the
horizontal ba�ens into the
front of the back ba�en and
then into the post.

63mm cedar coloured
powder coated stainless
steel screws should be used.
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Aligning panels

The panel should be flush with the
outer edge of the post at the start
and end of a run.

The central screw should fix into
the top of the central back ba�en
of the panel.

Top of back ba�en upstand 
to be flush with top of post. 

Screw through the gap into
the back ba�en and post.

Align the next panel ensuring the
ba�en positions match up. 

Use a Spirit Level to make sure
the top line is level.
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A�aching the Capping Rail

The completed panel
front face

The completed panel
rear view

Screw through the centre of the 
capping into the top of the post




